
 

Castle Milk Stout's Don't Fear Black, Savour it

Castle Milk Stout's four-part Black Conversation series, in partnership with Mzansi Magic, premiered on 20 October 2022.
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Savouring and embracing black

Castle Milk Stout has always been a brand that inspires Africans to embrace their “Africanness” explains Castle Milk Stout
brand manager Khensani Mkhombo. “Our research showed that many young people were averse to trialling Castle Milk
Stout because of its dark black liquid.”

Mkhombo says that as a brand hey delved into this further and discovered that the colour black, because of the negative
connotations tied to it, is often feared by many people. “It was this realisation that led us to undertake a journey that would
celebrate and decode black and in essence make our liquid more appealing to try.”

The Don’t Fear Black, Savour it campaign was born. “Here we talk about and celebrate blackness without holding back,”
says Mkhombo.

But it meant that they would need to tackle black conversations that are normally feared and show that although complex in
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nature, black has a lot of elements to savour and embrace. “Just like Castle Milk Stout, black is rich, bold, smooth and
different and is not something to fear,” says Mkhombo.

“This is what informed the format chosen for this campaign,” adds Mkhombo.

“We wanted to lay out the foundation of the campaign by making black more approachable through telling the story of
Inkunzi Emnyama as Castle Milk Stout is affectionately known as, and then decoding complex and predominantly feared
black conversations to tackle these head on and speak about them openly, showing there is nothing to fear about black, but
everything to savour and enjoy,” explains Mkhombo.

Bringing the campaign ‘alive’ for the brand

Tshepo Mogorosi, creative director, at Joe Pulbic United, the agency responsible for the campaign, says that when the
brief came from the brand, it was a challenging one. “We not only had to think about how to bring to life an impactful
intrinsic campaign that would drive trial of Castle Milk Stout, but also tackle the negative connotations tied to the colour black
which is also the colour of the liquid.”

However, Mogorosi says the insights were very clear. “As an agency we wanted to captivate people and ensure we do this
in the most authentic way possible because that is what Castle Milk Stout is all about, embracing your Africaness.”

To bring this campaign alive they had to start at the beginning and go back to their roots. “We did this by coming up with a
TVC that poses thought-provoking questions such as: “When did you start fearing black?” and “When did you stop
embracing, Inkunzi Emnyama (Black Bull) within?”.

Mogorosi says the questions were deliberate. “They were in an effort to get people thinking about why black is feared in the
first place, and that in each of us there is Inkunzi Emnyama within, which represents strength and bravery.”

Following this, they then launched the Black Conversation series in partnership with Mzansi magic. “This brings to life a
series of conversations that tackle some of the most feared conversations about blackness,” says Mogorosi.

A liquid inspiration

Mogorosi adds that Castle Milk Stout liquid is the inspiration behind this campaign. “Through our TVC, conversations and
Castle Milk Stout liquid experiences, we hope to inspire people to savour the richness of Castle Milk Stout.”



The first episode delved deeper into the concept of cancel culture and the negative connotations attributed to “Black
Twitter”.“We are looking forward to engaging all South Africans on the addressed topics, and are welcoming to the differing
opinions that are shared by the cast, viewers and anyone else who has wanted to discuss these topics, with the utmost
respect and without the fear of being misrepresented or unfairly judged," says Mkhombo.

The series features South African opinion leaders and media personalities such as Celeste Ntuli, Mthokozisi “Mablerh”
Cele, Dineo Ranaka, Ayabonga Cawe and Thembisa Mdoda-Nxumalo to name a few.

The series launched with an event that featured thought-provoking conversations through a panel discussion consisting of
Mkhombo, Mogorosi and Xolisa Dyeshana, chief creative officer, Joe Public United as well as executive producer at
Passion-Lane, Musa Khumal.
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